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Sub. Code : 65860 *1'== ;i

Day and Date: Tiresday, A2-05AU;7
Time: 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.

Instructions: 1) All the questions are compulsory, provided internal options in each
question,

' 2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Ql) Attempt any two questions out of three. [2x7:141

a) Explain Entity-Relationship Model (E-R) in detail.

b) Write SQL queries to perform given tasks on following schema

Student (snLtm: integer, snanre: string, major: string. level: string, age:

integer)

Class (cname : string,room: string, fid : integer)

Enrolied (snum: integer, cnamet strtng)

Faculty (fid: integer, fname string, deptid: integer)

1) Find the names of all classes that meet in room R 128.

ii) Find the names of all juniors (Levei : JR) who are emolled in a

class taught by I. Teach.

iii) Find the names of faculty members who teach in every room in
which some class is taught.

w) Print the Level and the average age of students for that Level, for a1i

Levels except IR.

c) What is closure of set of functional dependencies? Find closure of set
of functional dependencies fol given set of functional dependencies.

{A -+ B,A + C,CG -+ H,CG -+ I,B -+ H}
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Q2) Attempt any two questions out of three.

sL-472
[2x6=L2l

a) Explain different levels of daia abstraction.

b) Explain different DataManipulationLanguage (DML) Statements.

c) Explain FourthNomal Form with example. 
,

b

Q3) Attempt any two questions out of three. l2x6=l2l
a) What is data dictionary? Explain Data Dictionary Storage.

b) Explain Timestamp based Protocol for Concurrency Control.

c) What are the different types of failure?

Q4) Attempt any fwo questions out of three. 12x6=121

a) Explain Dynamic Hashing with Example.

b) Explain Lock-based Protocol for Concunency Control with advantages
and disadvantases.

c) Explain tire use of Shadow Paging in Recovery with example, ...
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